MYSECRETLUXURY.COM INTRODUCES LUXURY PLEASURE PRODUCTS
AND INNOVATIVE CONCIERGE SERVICES
New shop provides sophisticated sex toys for design savvy consumers
NEW YORK – Today MySecretLuxury.com, the luxury provider of carefully curated pleasure
products, unveiled its new online shop offering luxury romance tools and experiences, including
the first of its kind, My Secret Luxury Concierge, who turns dreams and fantasies into reality
with just the click of a mouse.
Offering unparalleled service and custom tailored pleasure kits for the most discerning
customers, MySecretLuxury.com launched to enable customers to experience an erotic
renaissance through exploration with the right tools at hand.
My Secret Luxury Kits
The shop’s expertly crafted My Secret Kits, including the The Kids Are Away (the parents shall
role play), Just Got a Bonus (His and Hers), Boomer Babe and Pregnancy Kits, offer the right
romance tools for every nearly every situation or life circumstance. Prices range from $125 $5000 per kit.
My Secret Subscription
For those who want a little unexpected pleasure in their lives, My Secret Surprise, the secret kit
subscription service, mails a kit of romance tools each quarter to keep clientele satisfied and
coming back for more. The perfect way to discover new pleasures, MySecretLuxury.com will
keep your fantasies fresh with the shop’s unrivaled offerings from the top luxury manufacturers
of romance tools and sex toys. Clients can choose from the Silver, Gold, Diamond or Platinum
subscription plans. Prices range from $500 - $5000 per year; more information is available by
visiting MySecretLuxury.com.
Clients looking for a more personalized package can request a customized kit through My Secret
Concierge service. Sure to include all of the right offerings for a pleasurable night, the
Concierge will make sure it arrives at your doorstep or hotel room just in time for a night to
remember.
The Secret Concierge
The Secret Concierge provides unparalleled service while creating unexpected and unforgettable
moments of unimaginable pleasure for MySecretLuxury.com’s clientele. Whether customers
need someone to recommend romantic restaurants or make all the arrangements for a week-long

bacchanal in the Maldives, The Secret Concierge is at their beck and call performing any task
required with the utmost discretion and impeccable attention to detail.
MySecretLuxury.com offers unrivaled service to make each shopper’s experience as customized
and convenient as possible. For more information and additional services, please visit
www.MySecretLuxury.com.
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About MySecretLuxury.com!
Mysecretluxury.com celebrates the unique passions of every person. We support how you choose
to engage in your pursuit of passion and pleasure through a carefully curated collection of
products that embody, style, design and functionality. Our mission is to inspire love, romance,
and intimate moments one satisfied customer at a time through our line of pleasure products and
romance enhancers, which provide the occasion to give and get pleasure, grow love, celebrate
intimacy, and introduce fun.
DENSLOW DIGITAL LLC
Denslow Digital LLC is an incubator of world-class eCommerce companies, which target
selective and affluent consumers. Created in 2012, we have chosen to specialize in eCommerce
by offering only experiences of exceptional quality. Our objective is to be recognized as the
digital leader that connects innovative luxury goods with modern sophisticated consumers. We
sell the very best products with superior design and finishes that are the latest in innovative
technology. Doing so allows Denslow Digital LLC to satisfy the needs and tastes of our
discriminating customers, and to strive to be the world's premier luxury eCommerce company.
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